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Effect of initial conformation, flow strength, and hydrodynamic interaction
on polymer molecules in extensional flows

U. S. Agarwala)

The Dutch Polymer Institute, Faculty of Chemical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology,
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 29 November 1999; accepted 24 May 2000!

Brownian dynamics simulations are used to study the unraveling process of polymer molecules in
dilute solutions under strong elongational flows. We follow chain extension, segmental alignment,
and viscosity contribution behavior of individual, randomly coiled, freely jointed bead–rod chain
model molecules. In the absence of hydrodynamic shielding, segmental orientation at an
intermediate strain rate begins only when aided by overall chain extension. However, at a very high
strain rate, rapid initial segmental orientation and lateral chain compression precedes overall chain
extension, resulting in the formation of sharp folds in most chains. Fold formation during the
extension process is characterized by a sudden decrease in the rate of overall chain extension, an
intermediate plateau in birefringence, and a disproportionately low chain end-to-end distance.
Hydrodynamic screening generally slows down the uncoiling process, sometimes enough to avoid
the formation of folded conformations. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~00!50932-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the absence of any external forces, a polymer chai
solution stays randomly coiled due to Brownian motion. U
der sufficiently strong flow conditions, the solvent drag for
causes extension of the polymer molecule.1,2 The drag force
on an initially coiled macromolecule increases as it unrav
and it uncoils abruptly1–4 if the strain rate (ė) exceeds a
critical value (ėcs). For a given strain rate, there exists
certain equilibrium level of stretching of a given macromo
ecule when the Brownian or elastic coiling forces are b
anced by the stretching drag forces.

Small quantities of dissolved long chain polymers a
used as additives to influence the rheology of liquids. Ma
rheology modifying applications such as turbulent drag
duction and enhanced oil recovery are based on the
induced stretching process of dissolved polymer coils,
the influence of the deformed polymer chains on solut
rheology. The extent of chain stretching is also importan
determining the chain scission tendency during stro
flows.4–7 Extensional flows at (ė. ėcs) often involve the
polymer molecules experiencing the stretching forces fo
limited time or strain. If this strain is not sufficient for com
plete stretching of the polymer molecules, then the solut
rheology is dependent on the extent and rate of stretch
and hence on the strain history of the solution.8–11

Various models~dumbbells, bead–spring or bead–ro
chains, etc.! are used to represent polymers, and in each c
predictions about stretching and rheology are made base
calculations of averages.2 Simulations are often used in th
case of more complicated models or flow situations. Ma
simulations suggest the formation of certain special ch
conformations during unraveling of coiled chain polyme
Acierno, Titomantio, and Marrucci12 observed backloops in

a!Electronic mail: u.s.agarwal@TUE.NL
3390021-9606/2000/113(8)/3397/7/$17.00
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their simulations of flowing polymers. King and James13 ob-
served a substantial increase in extensional viscosity be
complete chain extension, and attributed this to freezing
the polymer structure due to self-entanglements in parti
extended conformations. Neglecting Brownian motion
high strain rates, Rallison and Hinch14 observed segmenta
alignment and multiple fold formation to a highly kinke
state, leading to viscous stresses. Ryskin15 suggested prefer
ential extension of the chaincenterin the initial stages. But
Wiest, Wedgewood, and Bird16 predicted nearly simulta-
neous orientation ofall segments in the initial stages, whic
was followed by unfolding of the chains. Larson17 presented
a kink dynamics model to describe the process. Based on
observed decrease in extensional viscosity with increas
strain rate ~at high strain rates! in transient elongationa
flows, Cathey and Fuller18 tentatively suggested that for
given total strain, a smaller residence time at higher ext
sion rates was responsible for incomplete chain extensio
the limited residence time spent in the flow field. van d
Brule19 and Hinch20 used Brownian dynamics simulations
follow stretching of polymer chains in strong extension
flows, and found that in the initial stages,all segments orient
without contributing much to the total viscosity, indicatin
kinked configurations. Subsequent unfolding resulted in fi
chain extension. Unfolding of the last few backloops was
slowest.20 Recently the direct imaging experiments of Sm
and co-workers21,22 clearly demonstrated that different lon
chain DNA molecules unravel at very different times in t
same elongational flow field. They attributed this to form
tion of fold-prone and dumbbell-prone conformations duri
initial affine deformation to a fractional stretch of 1/3. Th
tendency for fold formation was higher at higher stra
rates.22 In their Brownian dynamics simulations, Hernand
Cifre and Garcia de la Torre23 observed that bead–sprin
chains underwent stretching along elongational flow dir
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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3398 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 8, 22 August 2000 U. S. Agarwal
tion at different instants, depending on individual conform
tions. Recently Larsonet al.24 have reported quantitativ
agreement of their Brownian dynamics simulations with
DNA imaging experiments. They concluded that initial cha
conformation is the prime factor that determines the unr
eling path of polymer molecules at high strain rates.

In this paper we examine the stretching process of in
vidual molecules, using Brownian dynamics simulations. W
focus on ten different individual chains, each with a differe
initial random coil conformation. We follow not only th
overall chain stretching~end-to-end distance, and radius
gyration!, but also the segmental alignment~as indicated by
flow birefringence! and molecular stresses~as indicated by
solution intrinsic viscosity!, to enable relation to rheo-optica
characteristics. To evaluate the effect of hydrodynamic in
action ~HI!, we compare the unraveling behavior with a
without HI, and at different strain rates.

II. BROWNIAN DYNAMICS SIMULATION

Isolated freely jointed bead–rod model chains consist
of N5100 links~each of lengthl! and (N11) beads~each of
radiusa! are used to analyze the behavior of linear polym
molecules in a simple elongational flow fieldv(r ) given by

vx5 ėx, vy52~ ė/2!y, vz52~ ė/2!z. ~1!

Brownian Dynamics simulations are carried out in ste
of time Dt, in accordance with theSHAKE-HI algorithm.25

During any step, the new position vectorr (t1Dt) of the i th
bead is calculated from the positionr i(t) at the beginning of
the step by

r i~ t1Dt !5r i~ t !1~Dt/kT!(
j

Di j Fj1Ri~Dt !, ~2!

whereFj is the sum of flow drag force and intramolecul
~i.e., ‘‘bond’’ length constraint! forces acting on beadj at
time t. Di j is the modified Oseen tensor25,26 accounting for
the hydrodynamic interaction between beadsi and j. The
vectorRi is the displacement of thei th bead due to Brown-
ian motion, and has a Gaussian distribution with the follo
ing properties:

^Ri&50 ~3!

and

^Ri~Dt !Rj~ t1Dt !&52Di j Dt. ~4!

We follow chain extension during flow simulations b
monitoring the square end-to-end distance (R2) and radius of
gyration ~S!. R2 and S are normalized with respect to the
full extension value (Nl)2 andNl/(2)). Thus, the value of
normalizedR2* 5R2/(Nl)2 varies from (1/N)50.01 for a
randomly coiled chain to 1 for a fully stretched chain. Sim
larly, the value of normalizedS* 5S/(Nl/2)) varies from
nearA(2/N);0.14 for a randomly coiled chain to 1 for
fully stretched chain.

We simultaneously follow the orientation of chain se
ments along flow direction by monitoring the chain cont
bution to the birefringence20 ~normalized with respect to its
maximum value!
Downloaded 17 Apr 2007 to 131.155.151.20. Redistribution subject to AI
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D* 5~1/2N!S 2( Xi
22( Yi

22( Zi
2D , ~5!

whereXi andZi are thex andz projections of thei th link,
and( refers to summation over theN links, i 51,2...,N.

The contribution of the polymer to the elongational vi
cosity is determined in terms of the intrinsic viscosity fro
the Kramers–Kirkwood relation27

@h#5~NA /hsM ė !Y ( ^XiTix2ZiTiz&, ~6!

whereT i is the constraint force in thei th link, and is calcu-
lated using the Lagrangian constants obtained in the Alli
and McCammon algorithm.25 h andhs are the viscosities of
the solution and the solvent, respectively. The correspond
normalized intrinsic viscosity is obtained as

@h#* 5@h#~M /NAl 3!5~2pa* / ė* !( ^Xi* Tix* 2Zi* Tiz* &,

~7!

where the projectionsXi andZi are made dimensionless b
dividing by l, the forces bykT/ l , time by z l 2/kT. z
56phsa is the bead friction factor. Hereafter in the pape
only the dimensionless quantities are used, and the aste
~* ! is dropped for convenience.

III. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

Computations are carried out forN5100 rod chains. To
study the contribution of hydrodynamic interaction, tw
cases are considered

~i! the free-draining case, i.e., no hydrodynamic inter
tions, and

~ii ! the non-free-draining case, i.e., with hydrodynam
interaction defined by (a50.4).

For each case, configuration development is follow
during simulations carried out at two different strain rates:~i!
at an intermediate strain rateė1 near the upper end of th
coil–stretch transition region, corresponding to equilibriu
mean square end-to-end distanceR2;0.8, and~ii ! at a much
higher strain rateė250.48. The values ofė1 for these repre-
sentative simulations are different for the free-draining c
( ė150.02) and the non-free-draining case (ė150.06), be-
cause coil–stretch transition behavior is dependent on HI
seen in the previous paper.8 The chosenė1 here are much
higher thanėcs ~0.003 and 0.022 for the free-draining and t
non-free-draining cases, respectively8! because the objective
here is to examine the effect of chain folding that hinders
stretching process. The simulations were begun by star
with initially randomly coiled chains that were generated
successively joining 100 links. Each link was of length
and was randomly oriented. Ten such chains with differ
initial conformations were generated using different arbitra
seeds for random number generation. The trajectory sim
tion was carried out in small time steps given byėDt
50.000 012, so that the fluid strain contribution was t
same in all simulations presented here, even as the s
rates were varied. During the Brownian dynamics simulat
of each chain, valuesR2, S, D, and@h# over each 1000 step
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3399J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 8, 22 August 2000 Polymer molecules in extensional flows
were averaged and then stored as function of time~t! already
spent in the flow field. Each trajectory simulation was co
tinued until achieving flattening of these characteristics
corresponding equilibrium values. Only one set of rand
Gaussian numbers was generated for calculating the co
sponding sets of Brownian contributions@Ri in Eq. ~2!# ac-

FIG. 1. XY projection of ten randomly generatedN5100 bead–rod chains
at t50, e50. The chains are numbered as shown.
Downloaded 17 Apr 2007 to 131.155.151.20. Redistribution subject to AI
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cording to theSHAKE-HI algorithm.25 This was used in all
simulations reported here, to eliminate any effect of diffe
ences in Brownian contributions.

One limitation of the present simulations is that t
chain segments are considered to move across each othe
phantom manner, thus perhaps enabling unrealistically e
release of folds.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Free-draining case

1. Stretching at the intermediate strain rate ė1

Figure 1 shows the ten different randomly genera
chains att50. For affine deformation, the Henky strain (e
5 ėt) required for complete stretching at highė is
predicted17,30 to be

e f511 ln~AN!53.3 for N5100. ~8!

Figure 2 shows the extension process of these chains
free-draining field extensional field ofė150.02. We find that
different chains undergo stretching at different strains,
pending on the initial conformation. For example, chains
and 5 undergo very quick stretching, requiring significan
less than 3.3 strain units@Eq. ~8!# to achieve the maximum
stretching. This is because even though the initial segme
orientation is random, these two chains already have sig
cant overall extension along the flow direction~Fig. 1!. As
l

s

FIG. 2. Increase in~a! R2, ~b! S, ~c! D,
and ~d! @h# with strain, for chains of
Fig. 1 in a free-draining elongationa
flow field of (ė150.02). The legend
for the chain numbers of the curves i
shown in Fig. 2~a!, and is the same for
all figures.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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seen from Fig. 2, these chains begin to stretch as soo
fluid strain is imposed, and the inception time is negligib
Chain 6 also has a large overall initial extension, but
along the flow direction~Fig. 1!. Hence it requires an incep
tion time before segmental aligning and overall stretch
begins. The overall initial extensions of the other chains
comparable to each other@S;0.11– 0.15 ate50, Fig. 2~b!#,
and they display inception delay. In the initial stages,
increase inS precedes the increase inD, indicating thatseg-
mentalorientation occurs onlyafter initial overall chainex-
tension. This is because the strain rate is not enough to ca
orientation of the chain segments, unless aided by the ov
chain stretching.

For chain 10, even though the initial rise inS andD ~to
0.3! takes place quickly~at e;2.5!, significant increase in
R2 occurs only much later (e;5). By plotting its conforma-
tions at various strains in Fig. 3, we see that at strain as
as 1.2, the chain compresses in the direction perpendicul
the flow, which results in formation of a fold near the cha
center at (e;2.4). As seen from Figs. 1 and 3, initially cha
10 has both its endsdistinctly on the left-hand side of the
molecular center, and is thus susceptible to fold formatio24

Once a hairpin structure has formed at (e;2.4), unfolding
and chain stretching continues~Fig. 3! due to Brownian mo-
tion and axial flow, though untile;5 only very slowly
@Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, hesitatingly24#. As we shall see further
the sudden decrease in slope of theS–e curve, dispropor-
tionately smallR2, and an intermediate plateau in theD–e
curve, all simultaneously at (e;2.4) are signatures of fold
formation. Beyond (e;5), the chain ends land on opposi
sides of the chain center of mass~Fig. 3!. As these chain
ends now get pulled in opposite directions@Eq. ~1!#, the sub-
sequent unraveling is faster@Fig. 2~b!#and the chain end-to
end distance also increases rapidly@Fig. 2~a!#.

FIG. 3. Snapshots ofXY projections of chain 10~Fig. 1! at different strains
in the free-draining elongational flow field of (ė150.02).
Downloaded 17 Apr 2007 to 131.155.151.20. Redistribution subject to AI
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The contributions of various chains to the solution
elongational viscosity are shown in Fig. 2~d!. For the quickly
unfolding chains 9 and 5, the viscosity rise is more sudd
thanR2, S, or D increase. This is because the initial unra

FIG. 4. Increase in~a! R2, ~b! S, and~c! D with strain for the chains of Fig.
1 in the free-draining elongational flow field of (ė250.48). The legend is as
in Fig. 2~a!.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3401J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 8, 22 August 2000 Polymer molecules in extensional flows
eling of the chains is affine with the solvent deformation, a
hence little dissipation occurs, resulting in only a small co
tribution of the polymer to the solution viscosity.14,20 As the
chain stretching saturates to equilibrium value, segme
motion cannot keep up with fluid strain, and dissipation a
viscosity increase suddenly. For chain 10, the intermed
fold formation results in an intermediate, temporarilyhung
up24 structure. Slower than affine deformation~not quite
‘‘frozen’’ ! in this substantially extended structure caus
some energy dissipation,14,19 thereby contributing to solution
viscosity (@h#;0.1).

2. Effect of strain rate

Similar results at the higher strain rate (ė250.48) are
shown in Fig. 4. The dependence on the initial chain con
mation is largely similar to the behavior atė1 , i.e., chains 9
and 5 undergo quick unraveling, while chain 10 underg
intermediate fold formation~as reflected in the signature
i.e., a sudden decrease in slope ofS–e, disproportionately
small R, and an intermediate plateau inD–e! at (e;2.4),
although with a much higher segmental alignment in
folded state (D;0.97). From Fig. 4~c!, we observe that
variation inD rise behavior of different chains is small in th
early stages. For example,D;0.6 is achieved by all chain
in a narrow range of strains 1.5–2.4 units. This indicates
at such high strain rate (ė2), the initial segmentalalignment
is quick and has only a weak dependence on the initial ch
conformation. However, the overall chain extension@Fig.
4~b!# is strongly affected by the initial molecular conform
tion even atė2 . This extension is rapid~without inception
delay! for the facile chains 9 and 5. But for all other chain
extension is slowed down by formation of sharp folds~Fig.
5!.

Thus, at the very high strain rates such asė2 , the ten-
dency for fold formation can be very high, as also observ

FIG. 5. Snapshots ofXY projections of the chains of Fig. 1 at straine
52.4 in the free-draining elongational flow field of (ė250.48). Chain num-
bers are shown.
Downloaded 17 Apr 2007 to 131.155.151.20. Redistribution subject to AI
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by Larson et al.24 Here we attribute this to the quick (e
;2 – 3) segmental alignment and lateral compression of
chain segments, before significant chain stretching al
flow can occur. In contrast, the segmental alignment a
lateral compression are reduced at the lower strain rate.
ther, the time required for the same strain is more and he
the Brownian motion makes a sufficient contribution to
low the release of ‘‘potential’’ folds. We expect that for
given flow field, an increase in solvent viscosity would i
crease flow drag in comparison to Brownian motion, a
thus enhance the chain folding tendency.

FIG. 6. Increase in~a! R2 and ~b! D with strain, for the chains of Fig. 1 in
a non-free-draining elongational flow field of (ė150.06). The legend is as
in Fig. 2~a!.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. Non-free-draining case

1. Effect of HI at the intermediate strain rate ė1

The uncoiling processes of the ten different chains i
non-free-draining extensional field atė1 are shown in Fig. 6.
We again find a wide distribution of strains over which t
different chains get extended. We find that an increase iD
and R2 correspond to each other quite wellthroughoutthe
stretching process of all chains, and we see no intermed
plateau inD rise behavior. This is in contrast to the no-H
situation atė1 @Fig. 2~a!# where a quick initial rise inD for
all chains was observed at (e,4), and for chain 10, a fold
indicating intermediate plateau inD was observed. In the H
case, even though rapid overall chain compression ta
place in the direction perpendicular to flow~such as for chain
10, Fig. 7,e51.2!, theD rise does not evenbegin for six of
the chains ate54 @Fig. 6~b!#, and in general the chain ex
tension requires larger strains Figs. 2~a! and 6~a!#. Longer
inception strain for unraveling of most chains with HI w
also observed by Hernandez Cifre and Garcia de la Torr23

and we here explore the details. This delay is caused by
beads of the coiled chain~compressed to somewhat uniaxi
shape! being shielded from the axial drag of bulk fluid flow
due to the presence of other beads in the neighborh
~along streamline!. Stretching of the collapsed chain final
occurs due to Brownian diffusion induced fluctuatio
~expansion8,28,29! leading to a reduction in hydrodynam
shielding. Once such unfolding begins, it proceeds for

FIG. 7. Snapshots ofXY projections of chain 10~Fig. 1! at different strains
in the non-free-draining elongational flow field of (ė150.06).
Downloaded 17 Apr 2007 to 131.155.151.20. Redistribution subject to AI
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cases~including chain 10! without any intermediate platea
in D, and at increasing rate~Fig. 7!, unlike the ‘‘hesitating’’
linear increase in the no-HI case~Fig. 3!. Thus, the very
nature of unraveling behavior of fold-prone chains at t
intermediate strain rate is strongly influenced by HI. There
a longer inception delay, and during this time the fold form
ing tendency is reduced perhaps due to the longer time a
able for Brownian fluctuations to eliminate potential folds

2. Effect of HI at the higher strain rate ė2

Results for the stretching behavior atė250.48 are
shown in Fig. 8. The dependence on the initial chain conf
mation is largely similar to the behavior for the no-HI case
the sameė2 ~Fig. 4!, i.e., different times for unraveling

FIG. 8. Increase in~a! R2 and ~b! D with strain, for the chains of Fig. 1 in
a non-free-draining elongational flow field of (ė250.48). The legend is as
in Fig. 2~a!. Chain 10 requirese;25 for complete stretching.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3403J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 8, 22 August 2000 Polymer molecules in extensional flows
quick unraveling of chains 5 and 9, slowR2 rise for most
others in spite of the quick initial rise inD for all chains in a
narrow range of strains, the presence of intermediate pla
in D curves for many chains~1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10!, and
large differences inD rise behavior beyond the plateau fo
mation. Unraveling of the compact coil fold-prone confo
mations atė2 is delayed by HI~Figs. 4 and 8!, as was ob-
served atė1 ~Figs. 2 and 6!. However, unraveling of chains
and 5 atė2 requires the same strain in the presence of
~Fig. 8! as in the no-HI case~Fig. 4!. This indicates that for
the sufficiently expanded conformations, hydrodynam
shielding is not strong enough to significantly reduce
flow drag~or to slow down the chain extension! at such high
strain rates.

3. Effect of strain rate in the presence of HI

Similar to the no-HI case, the higher strain rate a
increases the fold-forming tendency in the HI case. In
region of onset of coil–stretch transition, the average str
required for chain stretching decreases@before leveling out to
the prediction of Eq.~8!# with increase in strain rate, due t
the smaller relative contribution of Brownia
fluctuations.8,28,29 Comparing Figs. 6~a! and 8~a!, we find
that most fold forming chains~i.e., other than chains 9 an
5!, with the exception of chain 3, require higher strains
stretching at the higher strain rate@Figs. 6~a! and 8~a!#. This
may be because of the stronger HI shielding effect as the
arms of the folded chain are aligned along each other clo
at the higher strain rate. Thus, for a given strain, a hig
strain rate may result in smaller chain extension and hen
decrease in viscosity contribution. James and Sridhar30 in
fact observed a decrease in dilute solution elongational
cosity at very high strain rate, though they believed it to
due to self-entanglements limiting the molecular extensio

V. CONCLUSIONS

Results are presented for Brownian dynamics simu
tions of phantom polymers in elongational flow fields of i
termediate strength~ė1 , above coil–stretch transition! and
very high strength (ė2). In all cases, the initial chain confor
mation has a strong influence on the overall chain extens
In the absence of HI, atė1 , the segmental alignment follow
overall chain extension as the former needs to be aided
the latter at this strain rate. At very high strain rates such
ė2 , the initial segmental alignment is independent of t
chain conformation, and precedes overall chain extens
The flow field @Eq. ~1!#causes quick chain compression la
eral to the flow, and thus fold formation in most chains
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2–3 strain units. Fold formation is characterized by a sud
decrease in the rate ofS rise, intermediate plateau inD, and
a disproportionately lowR2. Further extension of the folded
conformations proceeds slowly, and thisrigidity makes a
small contribution to solution viscosity.

HI generally delays the onset of the stretching proces
the segments in the compressed chain are somewhat shi
from the axial flow. Atė1 , the segmental alignment is als
delayed, and finally occurs together with overall chain ext
sion. The delay may allow enough time for Brownian flu
tuations to reduce fold forming tendency. At the higher str
rate, the delaying effect of shielding is seen primarily
compact coil, fold forming chains.
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